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Ivy Morgan is convinced life couldnâ€™t get better. Sheâ€™s happy, in love and since fall is her

favorite season sheâ€™s having a great time with the shifting weather. All of that changes when her

boyfriendâ€™s mother and sister show up out of the blue and cast her life into disarray.Jack Harker

has never been happier, and even though he loves his mother and sister heâ€™s not thrilled with

their arrival. Things only get worse when Jackâ€™s mother starts making demands, and the biggest

one is that Jack cut his time in Shadow Lake short and return to southeastern Michigan.Ivyâ€™s

good mood turns sour quickly despite Jackâ€™s insistence that he has no intention of leaving.

Despite the upheaval, Ivy does her best to get to know Jackâ€™s family. Things spiral out of control

when danger hits town â€¦ again.When a local farmer is found dead on his property, Jack and Ivy

find themselves embroiled in a dark mystery of epic proportions. The clues go back years and the

suspect pool is unnaturally large given the number of workers on the farm.Ivy is going to have her

hands full. She has to charm Jackâ€™s mother, find a murderer and keep herself safe. When the

end comes, Ivy finds herself saddled with an unlikely ally while Jack is fighting a battle against time

to reach the woman he loves before a killer can snuff out their happily ever after.
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I love a happy ending & author Lily Harper Hart always gives me that happiness!! Ivy & Jack are still

blissfully in love, however, suddenly they get a big surprise that causes them quite a bit of angst.

Add murder to the mix & the plot thickens & becomes more entangled. This story is jammed packed

with laughter, happiness, anger, & some stupid decisions leading up to a very satisfying conclusion

which brought me a few tears!

When I started this series I was expecting more of a supernatural/wicca component, but not the

case. At this point, I don't even like the characters. Ivy's insecurities, Jack's possessiveness,

constant bickering - please, if I enjoyed that I wouldn't need to escape reality with a book! Each

book is subsequently weaker and while other characters in the book may find Jack and Ivy

"adorable", I am not impressed. To the author, Lily Harper Hart, please put more effort into the story

line and eliminate the constant bickering/arguing/massaging triangle. Enough already!

I thoroughly enjoyed reading about Ivy and Jack and their quirky extended families. When Jack's

controlling mother and bitter sister come to town, unannounced to try to force Jack to go back to the

city, things get troublesome for everyone. See how Ivy solves the problem. Another

cantputdownable must read

I enjoy reading these romantic mysteries, and this series is one of the most excellent. These are

books you can share or recommend to anyone who loves the genre. They are intriguing mysteries,

but they are cosy and heartwarming too. The best combination for all ages of mystery lovers. Enjoy!

I truly enjoy this series, my only problem is that now I have to wait for the next book. The characters

are so likeable and I enjoy the growing witch powers that Ivy is developing. The relationships

between all the characters are fun and believable. This series is a great read for anyone.

Trouble comes home to roost in a major way. But, don't fret, nothing will get in the way of a new

mystery and a love that should survive even this perfect storm.

Jack and Ivy have more than murder to deal with - Jack's mom and sister work yo make life



miserable for our favorite couple! Only gets better! Definitely enjoyed and looking forward to #8.

This book is a winner. This one had me in stitches at times but then Jack and Ivy usually do. The

way they interact is priceless and I love it.
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